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SECTION A.
A. 1.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Project eligibility under the Gold Standard

[See Toolkit 1.2 and Toolkit Annex C]
Mangshi household biogas project is located in 7 natural villages in Mangshi city, Dehong
prefecture, Yunnan province, China. It is also eligible because:
- It is located in China, a Non-Annex 1 Country of the Kyoto Protocol.
- The project us the “Indicative programme, baseline, and monitoring methodology for Small
Scale Biodigester Voluntary Gold Standard”. This methodology is approved by the Gold
Standard. As per the methodology requirement the project promotes the use of biogas as a
substitute for wood, agricultural residues, animal dung and fossil fuels that are presently used
for cooking and space heating in rural area. At the same time, methane is avoided. All biogas
generated is used for energy production, no flaring takes place.
- The biodigesters‟ volume is less than 20m3 each.
- The project has no ODA support. The ODA Declaration Form will be signed, scanned and send
to GS as part of the Passport.
- The transfer of credits ownership will be signed with every beneficiary in household biogas
construction contract.
- No credits or certificates related to GHG reductions under another mechanism than the GS are
sought.
A. 2.

Current project status

Provide information on the status of key project cycle stages (financing, equipment procurement,
construction, commissioning) with dates where possible/ relevant.
Please note that if a project is already under construction, the project must apply for retroactive
registration and a pre-feasibility assessment must be conducted.
[See Toolkit 2.5]
In June 2010, Yunnan Green Environment Development Foundation (hereinafter to be referred as
YGF) and its Hong Kong donor The conservancy association (hereinafter to be referred as TCA)
both agreed to start a biogas project in 2011 in Mangshi city, Dehong prefecture, Yunnan, China.
Meanwhile, YGF wanted to develop the project as a carbon finance project with a local partner
named Initiative Development in order to get additional finance needed for the long term follow up of
the project. YGF and ID signed an agreement in September 2010.
In August 2010, YGF did a site selection of 7 natural villages in 3 townships of Mangshi city where
will be built 550 biogas tanks in the first year. YGF also gained the support of Mangshi city‟s Animal
Husbandry and Veterinary Bureau and Yunnan provincial Rural Energy office who responsible for
biogas projects. In the end, an agreement was signed by YGF, the Hong Kong donor and provincial
rural energy office in Marsh the 7th, 2011. A meeting about construction standards, beneficiary
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selection and project publicity was held after the signature of the agreement. The project initial
investment will be reached at the end of March 2011 and the construction will be started at the
beginning of April of 2011.
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SECTION B.
B. 1.

DESIGN OF STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION PROCESS

Design of physical meeting(s)

i. Agenda
[See Toolkit 2.6.1 and Toolkit Annex J]
Time
9:30 to 9:45
9:45 to 10:00
10:00: to 10:30
10:30 to 11:40
11:40 to 12:00

Agenda
Opening of the meeting, speech of Vice mayor of Mangshi and Farming
bureau director.
Explanation of the project by the general secretary of YGF
Explanation of none technical summary and answering questions about the
project by YGF‟s project manager.
SD exercise and monitoring discussion lead by technical consultant from
Initiative Development.
Closure of the meeting and feedback form filling by all the participants.

ii. Non-technical summary

In Chinese
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In English
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iii. Invitation tracking table
[See Toolkit 2.6 and Toolkit Annex J]
Categ
ory
code

Organisation
relevant)

(if Name
invitee

C

Department
climate, NDRC
Gold Standard

of WANG Shu

E
E
F

Gold Standard
Greenpeace
International

Wang
Liangliang
Luo Qun

of Way
of Date of invitation
invitation
E-mail

Mar 3th, 2011

Confirmati
on
received?
Y/N
N

E-mail

Mar 3th, 2011

Y

E-mail
E-mail

Mar 3th, 2011
Mar 3th, 2011

Y
N
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F

HELIO International

F

REEEP

F

WWF International

B

Mangshi Environment
Protection Bureau
Mangshi
Forestry
Bureau
Animal Husbandry
and
Veterinary
Bureau of Mangshi
city
Initiative
Development
Rural energy station
of Mangshi city
Rural energy station
of Dehong prefecture
Mercy Corps

B
B

F
B
B
F
D
D
B
B
A
A
A
A

TNC
Oxfam HK
People‟s government
of Mangshi city
Hygiene bureau of
Mangshi city
Villagers
from
Xinguang
natural
village
Villagers
from
Mangmao
natural
village
Villagers
leaders
from
Xinguang
natural village
Villagers leaders from
Mangmao
natural
village

Helene
O'ConnorLajambe
Marianne
Osterkorn
Roscher
Bella

Olivier
LEFEBVRE
GU
Zongwang

E-mail

Mar 3th, 2011

Y

E-mail

Mar 3th, 2011

Y

E-mail

Mar 3th, 2011

N

Invitation
letter
Invitation
letter
Invitation
letter

Mar 3th, 2011

Y

Mar 3th, 2011

Y

Mar 3th, 2011

Y

E-mail

Mar 3th, 2011

Y

Invitation
letter

Mar 3th, 2011

Y
Y

McIntosh
Dorothy

E-mail

Mar 3th, 2011

Y

E-mail
E-mail
Invitation
letter
Invitation
letter
Public
invitaion

Mar 3th, 2011
Mar 3th, 2011
Mar 3th, 2011

N
N
Y

Mar 3th, 2011

Y

Mar 10th, 2011

Y

Public
invitaion

Mar 10th, 2011

Y

Phone call

Mar 10th, 2011

Y

Phone call

Mar 10th, 2011

Y

Please explain how you decided that the above organisations/ individuals are relevant stakeholders
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to your project. Also, please discuss how your invitation methods seek to include a broad range of
stakeholders (e.g. gender, age, ethnicity).
All categories of invitees have been invited according to GS requirement. They are all affected by
the project directly or indirectly. For local relevant NGO, we sent invitations to TNC and Oxfam who
have offices in Yunnan. Invitations through emails were also sent to GS experts in China and GS
NGO supporters, which is a common way of invitation for them. Local government and relevant
government department were invited through government invitations letters by our partner Animal
Husbandry and Veterinary Bureau of Mangshi city. It is also a traditional way of invitation for
government departments. China DNA also be announced an email with invitation letter and nontechnical summary.
iv. Text of individual invitations
[See Toolkit 2.6 and Toolkit Annex J]

云南省绿色环境发展基金会云南德宏州芒
市户用沼气项目利益相关方咨询会
邀请函
尊敬的各参会者：
云南省绿色环境发展基金会、云南德宏州芒市畜牧兽医局户用沼气合作项目利
益相关方咨询会议拟定于 2011 年 3 月 13 日早上 9：00 在德宏州芒市风平镇新光村
举行，特邀请您参加会议。本次咨询会将以项目概况介绍、项目实施内容与步骤、
项目实施的环境影响、社会效益等为议题征求您的意见。作为利益相关方代表，希
望您积极参与，维护您的权利。
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我们欢迎您的到来并负责协调后勤事宜。如有任何问题，请联系王美，08715018953 wangmei.tracy@163.com
云南省绿色环境发展基金会
2011 年 2 月 28 日

Yunnan Green Environment Development Foundation Stakeholders
consultation Conference on Household Biogas Project in Mangshi,
Dehong Prefecture, Yunnan Province
Dear participants,
Yunnan Green Environment Development foundation, Mangshi pasturage vet bureau
stakeholders’ consultation conference on househould biogas project will be held at
Xingguan village group, Fengpin township, Mangshi, at 9 :30 am 13th mar, 2011. We
would like to invite you vigorously to take part in it. The main content of this conference
will be project introduction, project content and procedure, environmental effects, social
benefits and so on. We hope to put your ideas forward. Since you are one of the most
important representatives, we look forward for your coming.
If you have any questions, please contact Mei Wang
Tel：0871-5018953 email：wangmei.tracy@163.com
Yunnan Green Environment Development Foundation
28th, Feb, 2011

v. Text of public invitations
[See Toolkit 2.6 and Toolkit Annex J]
The public invitation was posted at the village yard three days before the meeting. Also, village
leaders informed villagers orally to make sure that the people who can read would also be aware of
the hold of the meeting. Invitation text and picture were done as showed below:
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Announcement
Yunnan Green Environment Development Foundation will hold a local stakeholder consultation
meeting at 9:30 to 12:30 am, 13th Mar. in Xinguang village on the household biogas project. All
villagers are welcomed to participate to this meeting.

Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Bureau of Mangshi city
2011.03.10

B. 2.

Description of other consultation methods used
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If individuals and/ or entities (e.g. NGOs) are unable to attend the physical meeting, please discuss
other methods that were used to solicit their feedback/ comments (e.g. questionnaires, phone calls,
interviews).
No other methods were used for organizations or individuals. However, the LSC meeting report will
be sent to those organizations that couldn‟t attend the meeting and therefore couldn‟t input
comments.
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SECTION C.
C. 1.

CONSULTATION PROCESS

Participants’ in physical meeting(s)

i. List of participants
[See Toolkit 2.6.1 and Toolkit Annex J]
Please attach original participants‟ list (in original language) as Annex 1.
Participants list
Date and time: 2011/03/13, 9:30am
Location: Xinguan natural village, Mangbie village, Mangshi city, Yunnan, China
Category Name of participant, Male/
Sign Organization (if relevant)
Code
job/ position in the Female
ature
community
B
Jiang Hongmin
M
Environment protection
bureau of Mangshi city
B
Pai Buka
M
Forestry bureau of
Mangshi city
A
Yang Xinyang
M
Fengpin township
A
Guan Zichao
M
Zhefang township
B
Zhang Jianran
M
Animal Husbandry and
Veterinary Bureau of
Mangshi city
B
Kong Youming
M
Mangshi
city
government
F
Olivier LEFEBVRE M
Initiative Development
F
Nadine
F
Initiative Development
BERTHOMIEU
A
Dao Baozhong
M
Xinguang natural village
F
Tang Jihua
M
Initiative Development
B
Yang Enzhong
M
Animal Husbandry and
Veterinary Bureau of
Zhefang township
B
Gu Zongwang
M
Rural energy station of
Mangshi city
B
Zhou Xu
M
Rural energy station of
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18988228559
13987020915
13759248050
13388828636
0692-2121587

18787164175
13888300775
13578219560
13888300775
13988227195

13988268182
13578266289
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B

Guo Yunyu

M

B

Huang Guopin

M

B

Ren Bishuan

M

B

Yang Xinyang

M

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Daoyubaolian
Xiansuopin
Moyexiangzuo
Liyusuowa
Liyuegenwang
Moan
Jingyuwa
Xiaohanbao
Bananbang
Fengxiaobao
Lihuayangenbao
Pahuayansuo
Jinhuaaibuwang
Langyuetuanhuan
Langaoruan
Laierbao
Liyanenbao
Langaibaozuo
Langxiaolian
Paposhuan
Qiaoyansuowang
Tengergeng
Fansanaibao
Fangyanjing

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

Dehong prefecture
Animal Husbandry and
Veterinary Bureau of
Fengpin township
Animal Husbandry and
Veterinary Bureau of
Xuangang township
Public Health Bureau of
Mangshi city
Public health Bureau of
Mangshi city
Xinguang natural village
Xinguang natural village
Dengbu natural village
Dengbu natural village
Dengbu natural village
Mangmao natural village
Mangmao natural village
Mangmao natural village
Laoguang natural village
Laoguang natural village
Xinguang natural village
Xinguang natural village
Xinguang natural village
Xinguang natural village
Xinguang natural village
Xinguang natural village
Xinguang natural village
Laoguang natural village
Laoguang natural village
Xinguang natural village
Mangmao natural village
Mangmao natural village
Dengbu natural village
Mangbie administrative
village
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13988265827

13578276569

15208809623
15287222340
15925448127
15969239254
15969040124
15887547121
15208817800
15108602003
15969252411
13929522334

15208898035
13628848659
15987899744
15208819743
135782282585
13578269607
15969209662
1584424933
13988267257
13759248811
13708629268
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A
A
A
A

Yangaihanwa
Pasan
Paboaisuo
Daoboyuehuan

M
M
M
M

Xinguang natural village
Xinguang natural village
Xinguang natural village
Xinguang natural village

13578271402
15208805161
15331691283

Comments accompanying Annex 1 :
For villagers who can‟t read and write, they got the help from their village leaders.
ii. Evaluation forms
[See Toolkit 2.6.1, 2.6.2 and Toolkit Annex J]
Please add at least 4-5 representative samples in English.
Please attach original evaluation forms (in original language) as Annex 2.
Name
What is your impression of the meeting?
What do you like about the project?
What do you not like about the project?
Signature

Yang xinyang
Very good.
1. Convenient 2. Sanitary 3. Environmental protection
4. Money saving
Nothing?

Name
What is your impression of the meeting?
What do you like about the project?
What do you not like about the project?
Signature

Langyanbaozuo
No objection.
1. Convenient 2. Sanitary 3. It can be used as fertilizer
Hope to increase subsidy

Name
What is your impression of the meeting?
What do you like about the project?

Ying Ruiqing
Agreed
It can improve minority groups poor area sanitation,
save firewood, protect environment.
The subsidy for minority groups‟ poor area should be
increased.

What do you not like about the project?
Signature
Name

Liyusuoao
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What is your impression of the meeting?
What do you like about the project?
What do you not like about the project?
Signature

Good
Save time and convenient
Worry about explosion

Name
What is your impression of the meeting?
What do you like about the project?

Liao Erbao
Very satisfied
Save labour, reduce pollution, convenient, sanitary,
save firewood
Nothing

What do you not like about the project?
Signature
Name
What is your impression of the meeting?
What do you like about the project?

What do you not like about the project?
Signature

Zhang Jianran
The project proponent take very seriously and is active
in the project
Reduce women‟s work, improve village‟s sanitation,
protect forest, reduce soil erosion, increase
community‟s income, improve villagers‟ living, reduce
disease
Funding gap still exists

Comments accompanying Annex 2
There are some participants who filled the feedback form but not on the participants list. The reason
is that they came to the meeting late.
C. 2.

Pictures from physical meeting(s)

[See Toolkit 2.6 and 2.6.1]
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C. 3.

Outcome of consultation process

i. Minutes of physical meeting(s)
Please ensure that you include a summary of the meeting as well as all comments received.
[See Toolkit 2.6, 2.6.1, 2.6.2 and Toolkit Annex J]
Time: March the 13th, 2011. Xinguang natural village, Mangshi City Dehong Prefecture China.
Host: Zhang Jianran
Host: opening remarks and introduce all the participants
Secretary-general Zou from YGF:
Dear Deputy mayor of Mangshi, relevant departments and villagers, good morning. I am the
Secretary-general of Yunnan Green Environment Development Foundation. It is a non-profit
organization, which objective is Environment Protection,The main work we focus on is addressing
climate change, biodiversity conservation and community sustainable development.
YGF has been to Mangshi City 3 times and visited 3 townships and 7 villages. We discovered the
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following problems: the main energy consumption for daily use is firewood, the village
environmental sensation is very bad, the manure is everywhere and 80-90% household don't have
toilets so they go to rivers which pollute the rivers. After we saw those problems, as an
environmental protection NGO, we should take the responsibility to help the local community to
improve its living environment and quality.
Last August, we discussed with TCA and Yunnan Provincial Energy Department and for several
times, hope that they can support Mangshi villages. For every relevant joint effort, TCA and
enterprise as well as Yunnan Provincial Energy Department decided to help Mangshi to build
household biogas tank and the criteria is “one tank and three improvements”. It means that we
build a biogas tank and improve the kitchen, toilet and animal pen and make the human and
animals manure to biogas tank. The manure ferment can make biogas which can be burned for
cooking. Therefore it can improve the local ecological and living environment. Finally, the TCA
donor made a decision to support 3 townships and 7 villages to build 550 biogas tanks. We believe
that after this project construction, the local eco-environment will be well improved.
In addition, we are thinking that if it is possible to make this biogas project to be an emission
reduction project, it means that using biogas can reduce the carbon dioxide emission; the saving
emission amount can be sold for economic benefits some of which can be returned to local
community for biogas maintenance. Therefore, we invite INITIATIVE DEVELOPPEMENT (ID)
to hold this consultancy meeting to know what you think about this project and get to know your
idea which will lead to successful project. I sincerely wish that under everybody involved effort;
we will implement this project successfully. That’s all for my words. Thank you.
Deputy mayor Kong:
Dear Olivier, Nadine and Secretary-general Zou good morning, I would like to express my thanks
to your concern and support to Mangshi. Generally speaking, the main energy consumption as
what Secretary-general Zou just mentioned, is firewood. Mangshi government has been focusing
the eco-environment protection and energy structure adjustment, and put the biogas project in
“eleventh five years plan” and government’s 20th important projects and energy saving indicator.
Under the municipal high concern, Mangshi rural biogas project has made fast progress, the total
number of biogas for households is 17,776, corresponding to 18% of the total households. And it
has got highly reputation by local community.
Mangshi municipal government pays a lot of attention to your coming and think highly of your
support to Mangshi rural energy. We hope that with the joint effort with Mangshi Pasturage Vet
bureau, the project can be implemented successfully; the eco-environment and living can be well
improved, which will promote new village constructions. So I, standing for Mangshi municipal
government, declare: 1. make sure the project fund is safely earmarked for its specified purpose
only, 2. to implement the project according to “one tank and three improvements” 3. Municipal
government arrange relevant department to coordinate the project 4. The villages involved do the
coordinating work well. Finally, I want to emphasise that under all donors and technical
supporter’s help, we are confident to implement this project on time according to its requirement.
Thank you.
Deputy director of Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Bureau of Mangshi city
JianranZhang:
Just now Secretary-general Zou has introduced the origin background and content of project. And
Deputy mayor Kong put forward the project requirement. In order to implement the project well, it
needs all our joint effort and coordination. We will work hard to finish the project at the end of
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September. According to the project, we hope to improve the local living condition and protect our
environment and forest resources, improve local community income and reduce the environmental
pollution. Biogas has many advantages but the main point is to use and manage it well. After
finishing project construction, we will hold training meetings to teach you how to use and manage
biogas tank well. We also need your hard work and support.
Jihua Tang from Initiative Development:
Thank you for all your attention.We just distributed Non Technical Summary to you, it is about
project background and content. Let’s welcome Wang Mei to introduce it to you again.
Wang Mei from YGF
Good morning, everybody here, today we gather you here for this consultation in order to explain
to all of you our biogas project and collect your ideas on it. The consultation meeting is open, it
means that you can say what you want to say about the project. We want you to tell us what you
think about the project? Do you think that the way we want to implement this project in your
village is good? What are your comments? And what are the benefits and the disadvantages of the
project?
Can you understand me? Will I speak mandarin or your dialect?
Everybody: speak mandarin
This project is funded by TCA donors, YGF will work together with Mangshi Pasturage Vet

bureau to build 550 biogas tanks with “three improvements” in 7 natural villages of
Fengpin, Xuangang and Zhefang township. The project criteria is to build an 8 m3 tank ,
the three improvements will be building of the toilets, building of animal pen which can
be connected to the tank and improvement of kitchen facilities. After the construction, a
service team of biogas management will be built to help beneficiaries manage their tanks.
The project aims at reducing the greenhouse gas emission, promoting rural renewable
energy, supporting government’s “New village” policy, improving low income families’
living condition and protecting targeted area’s biodiversity.
Do you have suggestions or questions about this?
Q: When can the funds arrive here? Is it before construction or after it? Or during it?
A: Good question. According to our contract with TCA donors, 50% of the fund will arrive before
project beginning, and others will arrive after the project is finished.
Q: How much is needed to finish the project?
A: I did a detailed budget about the project: for each family, for biogas tank building, it

will cost 2910 yuan, toilet building costs is 1123 yuan, kitchen is 150 and animal pen is
460. For toilet and kitchen, it just needed to be improved, so the total cost for “one tank
and three improvements” is about 4643 yuan. Besides the subsidy of 3500, each family
just need to invest 1143 yuan.
Q: We already have animal pen, but probably it doesn't fit the project criteria, do we need to build
a new one?
A: it depends on how is your animal pen like, if it doesn't fit the project criteria, you need to
improve it, such as building boundary walls, and hardening the surface with cement and it must be
linked to tank in order that the manure can go to tank.
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Q: We have both solar energy and toilet, so how much we will get from the project?
A: the money for every project household is the same, it is 3500 yuan, if you have built solar panel
and toilet, it doesn’t matter, you still get the same amount of subsidy. Everybody should remember
that the donor money 3500 yuan must only be used for biogas tank building and “three
improvements”.
Q: We don’t have toilet, kitchen, and animal pen? May the donor money be more?
A: if we fund your family more, the other family will got less, it is unfair, so we give every project
household the same money.
Q: Is it possible to give more money to poor families?
A: Just like what I said, the money given to every project household is the same, even for the poor
family. This can avoid some conflicts between households.
Q: If too much water from the bathroom goes to tank, does it affect ferment?
A: Yes, because there are some chemicals in washing powder and soap, which will affect ferment.
Q: Is it possible that toilet doesn't link with biogas tank?
A: no, the toilet must be linked with tank, so that the manure can go to tank and ferment.
Q: Does the household need to pay for the pipes？
A: all the biogas materials(such as pipes, cookers, stove, rice cookers and so on) will be paid from
the subsidy 3500yuan, the cost for pipes will be recorded and after the project is finished, it will be
deducted from the subsidy.
OK, it seems that nobody has further questions, now let us welcome Tang Jihua from ID to lead us
on sustainable development analyses.
Tang Jihua:
Thank you. Today’s meeting is called consultation meeting, so your opinion on the project is one
of the most important thing. If you don’t tell us your opinion, the meeting will become
meaningless. Can everybody see the blackboard?
Everybody: Yes
OK. I would like to explain some few things again for you.
This project is funded by TCA organization, but why are there two French people here? They are
staff from INITIATIVE DEVELOPPEMENT (ID). They get involved in this project because we
want to make this biogas project part of emission reductions projects. In this place, the farmers cut
firewood for daily energy consumption, after this biogas project, they will use biogas. So they
don’t need to cut firewood, consequently, the environment is improved. Because of that, the
developed countries want to reward us, once we use the biogas well, we will get the reward. The
reward will be used for biogas maintenance, like changing broken parts and so on. We will also
build a service team of biogas management to help the beneficiaries manage their tanks.

The payment for it will come from the reward.
Mangshi is a beautiful place. But the Dai people here have a bad habit which is that they don’t
have toilets. They think manure is very dirty. But the project requires building toilet. Some people
may feel uncomfortable. Let me explain it. We build a tank for manure, when people manure goes
to tank, it will mix together with animal manure, and then ferment and the biogas will be
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transported to the kitchen for burning. The leftover in the tank is called biogas residue, it is not
smelly. It can also be used as a fertilizer. So it is not contradictory to your habit. After the tank
will be built, we will hold training meetings to teach you how to manage your biogas tank. People
here like solar energy because it is beneficial and people are familiar with it. Biogas even has
benefits, after you get familiar with it, you may like it more.
Now let’s move to discuss the benefits and disadvantages of this project, and how to prove the
benefits?
Energy station: it can reduce firewood consumption, it also can reduce manure pollution, which
can improve village sanitation
Village woman: it is convenient
Village woman: it can be used for cooking and light
Village woman: it can be used as fertilizer, which will save fertilizer cost
Village man: biogas residue can kill insects
Village man: biogas residue can soak seeds
Village man: biogas residue can be used to feed pigs
Village woman: family gets cleaner and there is less smoke while cooking
Village man: we don't need to cut firewood, which will save cost and labour
Village man: it is more convenient to go to the toilets
Now let’s talk about the disadvantages and how to avoid
Village woman: We worry about the fact that it might explode
Jihua Tang: this potential safety hazard does exist, but we will hold training meetings. If we use
it carefully, it can be avoided.
Village woman: will it hurt people when light?
Jihua Tang: No, it won’t.
Village man: it is difficult to change manure?
Jihua Tang: No it isn’t.
Village man: Is it poisoning?
Jihua Tang: No, it is safe.
Village man: Is it convenient for daily management?
Jihua Tang: yes, it is. but it needs frequent management.
Village man: What kind of danger does biogas have?
Jihua Tang: To change the manure is dangerous, you need to make sure the poison gas all out or
use air blower, then put a chicken to test it.
Just now, we talked about the benefits and disadvantages of this project, and I believe you all get
to know about the biogas. For potential safety hazard, if we use biogas correctly, it can be avoided.
We will develop this biogas project as emission reduction project, which means we need to know
the situation before the project and after the project. The gap in between is the Emission
Reductions (ERs), so how can we know the situation before and after the project? How we can
monitor the benefit and mitigation measures you just said?
Nobody replied.
Or maybe we can say in another way, the benefits and mitigation measures we just mentioned
need to be proved. If you have ideas like how to prove these things, please propose, because it was
you who mentioned those benefits.
Still nobody replied. But people from rural energy office suggest household surveys for
monitoring like we just did for carbon feasibility study.
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OK, then we will go to your home to do the survey for monitoring those issues, please cooperate
with our surveyors.
Now, we will distribute an evaluation form to you, and please fill it and then give it to me.

Rural energy station vice director Mr. Gu:
I would like to express my thanks to TCA donors, Yunnan Green Environment Development
Foundation and INITIATIVE DEVELOPPEMENT (ID) for their concern to our poor areas. I
think we should implement the project well so that we can apply for other projects. The project
will start at the end of March, will finish at the end of September. Today you are the village
representatives, so please transmit the meeting content to other villagers, and prepare sand stone
other materials and self-raised fund, the technician may come to your home to help you build
biogas tank, the construction content will be according to GF requirements: “one tank and three
improvements”. For the next step we will hold village meetings to emphasis the construction
content. During the project construction, we will publish the relevant data to receive your
supervision. In addition, you are the ones who beneficiates from the project, so please coordinate
the project implementation well. Thank you.

ii. Minutes of other consultations
No other consultation minutes
iii. Assessment of all comments
[See Toolkit 2.6]
Stakeholder comment

Was comment taken Explanation (Why? How?)
into account (Yes/
No)?
Can we get a higher subsidy? No
Subsidy of RMB3500 for biogas
construction is rather good compared to
regulate other governments‟ projects.
Can poorer family get a higher No
If we do so, it is unfair for others and it
subsidy than others?
makes the project very hard to implement.
iv. Revisit sustainability assessment
Are you going to revisit the sustainable development assessment?
Please note that this is necessary when there are indicators scored
„negative‟ or if there are stakeholder comments that can‟t be mitigated

Yes

No
X

[See Toolkit 2.7]
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Give reasoning behind the decision
The reasons for not revisiting sustainability assessment are:
1. No indicators scored as “negative”
2. Two stakeholders‟ comments are not justified according to the amount of the subsidy.
v. Summary of alterations based on comments
If stakeholders‟ comments have been taken into account and any aspects of the project are
modified, then please discuss it here.
[See Toolkit 2.6.2, 2.8]
Effective training of biogas usage for beneficiaries will be held and monitored since they worry about
the security of the biogas tank.
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SECTION D.
D. 1.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT ASSESSMENT

Own sustainable development assessment

i. ‘Do no harm’ assessment
[See Toolkit 2.4.1 and Toolkit Annex H]
Safeguarding principles

Description of relevance Assessment Mitigation
to my project
of
my measure
project risks
breaching it
(low,
medium,
high)

Human Rights
1.
The
project
respects
internationally proclaimed human
rights including dignity, cultural
property
and
uniqueness
of
indigenous people. The project is
not complicit in Human Rights
abuses.

Villagers
apply
for Low
project by themselves.
No human rights abuse
is involved in the
project.

Biogas
tank Low
construction
location
be
discussed
2. The project does not involve and will
is not complicit in involuntary between technician and
resettlement.
beneficiaries. It won’t
resettle any farmers’
house.
Biogas tank will be built Low
3. The project does not involve and within the boundary of
is not complicit in the alteration, farmers’ house where
damage or removal of any critical
there is no cultural
cultural heritage.
heritage.

Labour Standards
1. The project respects the
employees’ freedom of association
and their right to collective
bargaining and is not complicit in
restrictions of these freedoms and
rights.
2. The project does not involve and

All
employees
are Low
willing to work in the
project with the fair
payment according to
local market price.
Employees are willing Low
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is not complicit in any form of forced to work in the project is
or compulsory labour.
not complicit in forced
labour.
3. The project does not employ and Project will hire skilled
is not complicit in any form of child biogas technicians for
labour.
construction.
Farmers apply on a
4. The project does not involve and
is not complicit in any form of voluntary basis. And
discrimination based on gender, project implementer will
race, religion, sexual orientation or select
beneficiaries
any other basis.
according to a fair
standard.
Trained technicians will
5. The project provides workers with construct the biogas
a
safe
and
healthy
work tank with a safe and
environment and is not complicit in
healthy
work
exposing workers to unsafe or
environment according
unhealthy work environments.
to national standards.
Environmental Protection
For the project, there is
no threats to human
1. The project takes a precautionary
health
or
the
approach in regard to environmental
environment.
Biogas
challenges and is not complicit in
Tank
management
practices
contrary
to
the
could be sometimes
precautionary
principle.
This
dangerous if not done
principle can be defined as: ”When
properly. However, the
an activity raises threats of harm to
maintenance will be
human health or the environment,
assured by technicians
precautionary measures should be
or trained beneficiaries.
taken even if some cause and effect
The capacity to assure
relationships
are
not
fully
good maintenance is
established scientifically.”
directly linked with ER
funds
2. The project does not involve and Biogas
constructions
is not complicit in significant site
have
no
conversion or degradation of critical relationship with these
natural habitats, including those that conservation or natural
are (a) legally protected, (b) officially habitats.
proposed
for
protection,
(c)

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low
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identified by authoritative sources
for their high conservation value or
(d) recognised as protected by
traditional local communities

Anti-Corruption
1. The project does not involve and
is not complicit in corruption.

No cash is given to Low
beneficiaries.
Anticorruption is always
respected by YGF and
local authorities.

Additional relevant critical issues for Description of relevance Assessment Mitigation
my project type
to my project
of relevance measure
to
my
project (low,
medium,
high)
1. Project activities shall provide the
Gold Standard with a clear
description of the transfer of credits
ownership all along the investment
chain, and with proof that end-users
are aware of and willing to give up
their rights on emission reductions.

Each beneficiary will
sign an agreement that
states that they transfer
Low
the ownership of credits
to YGF in the biogas
construction contract.

ii. Sustainable development matrix
[See Toolkit 2.4.2 and Toolkit Annex I]
Mitigat
ion
Indicator
measu
re
If
relevan
t, copy
Gold
Standard
mitigati
indicators
of
on
sustainable
measu
development
re from
„Do No
Harm‟

Relevance to
achieving
Chosen parameter and explanation
MDG

Prelimin
ary
score

Check
www.undp.org/
mdg
and
www.mdgmoni
tor.org
Defined by project developer

Negative
impact:
score „-‟
in case
negative
impact is
not fully
mitigated
, score

Describe how
your indicator
is related to
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assess local
ment,
goals
and
include
mitigati
on
measu
re
used to
neutrali
se a
score
of „-‟

MDG

„0‟
in
case
impact is
planned
to
be
fully
mitigated
No
change
in
impact:
score „0‟
Positive
impact:
score „+‟

Air quality

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Water quality and
quantity

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Soil condition

Other pollutants

Biodiversity

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Explanation: The decrease of cooking
smoke due to usage of biogas will have
a positive impact on the air quality.
Parameter:
smoke concentration in kitchen
Explanation: The reduction of
deforestation will probably have a
positive impact on water quality and
quantity but given the size of the project
it seems not feasible to carry an
effective monitoring of this aspect. Thus
no positive effect is claimed.
Explanation: The soil erosion condition
will be improved thanks to the reducing
of firewood usage. However it is not
feasible to carry out an effective
monitoring on this consider the scale of
the project.
Explanation: No other pollutants
issues will be involved in this project.
The project does not involve any
harmful chemicals.
Explanation: The biodiversity will be
improved thanks to the reducing of
firewood usage. However it is not
feasible to carry out an effective
monitoring on this consider the scale of
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the project.
Quality
employment

of

Eradicate extreme
poverty and
hunger

Eradicate extreme
poverty and
hunger

Livelihood of the
poor

Access
to
affordable
and
clean
energy
services

Human
institutional
capacity

and

Quantitative
employment and
income
generation
Balance
of
payments
and
investment
Technology
transfer
and

Ensure
environmental
sustainability
(7.9)

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Promote gender
equality

Eradicate extreme
poverty and
Hunger

Explanation: The technician‟s job
quality required by the project is no
better than the usual local construction
job. The construction of wood saving
stove is not a high risk work.
Explanation: the livelihood of the poor
will be improved by saving money that
they formerly used to buy coal,
charcoal and electricity thanks to
biogas use. The systematic building of
latrines will also improve the general
sanitation of the area and the hygiene
of the household.
Parameter:
Money spent at buying coal, charcoal
or electricity. Hygiene marks based on
visual observation of toilet and animal
pen.
Explanation: Biogas is a free, clean
and renewable energy source. Its use
will replace traditional fuel.
Parameter:
% of traditional fuel consumption in
total energy requirement.
Explanation: The use of biogas will
have a positive impact on gender
equality by reducing time spent at
cooking by women.
Parameter:
Daily cooking time
Explanation: The building of the
biogas tanks require qualified skills and
therefore will provide work for around
30 specialized technicians.
Parameter:
Number and duration of jobs created
for tank construction
Explanation: All the fossil fuel and
electricity is generated within the
country. No import or export.
Explanation: Biogas technology is
mature and widely used in the region,
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technological selfreliance

no technology transfer happened.

Comments accompanying own sustainable development matrix
The internal SD matrix was done during the carbon finance training which ID gave to YGF.
D. 2.

Stakeholders Blind sustainable development matrix

[See Toolkit 2.6.1]
Indicator

Mitigatio
n
measure

If
relevant,
copy
mitigation
Gold
measure
Standard from „Do
indicators No Harm‟
of
assessme
sustainabl nt,
and
e
include
developm mitigation
ent
measure
used to
neutralise
a score of
„-‟

Relevance to
achieving
Chosen parameter and explanation
MDG

Check
www.undp.org/
mdg
and
www.mdgmoni
tor.org
Defined by project developer
Describe how
your indicator
is related to
local
MDG
goals

Preliminary
score
Negative
impact:
score „-‟ in
case negative
impact is not
fully mitigated,
score „0‟ in
case impact is
planned to be
fully mitigated
No change in
impact: score
„0‟
Positive
impact:
score „+‟

Ensure
environmental
sustainability
Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Explanation: There will be less smoke
+
while cooking using biogas.

Soil
condition

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Other

Ensure
environmental

The participants did not mention any
positive or negative impacts about this 0
issue.
The participants did not mention any 0

Air quality
Water
quality
and
quantity

The participants did not mention any
positive or negative impacts about this 0
issue.
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pollutants

sustainability

Biodiversi
ty

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Quality of
employm
ent

Eradicate extreme
poverty and
hunger

Livelihood
of
the
poor
Access to
affordable
and clean
energy
services
Human
and
institution
al
capacity
Quantitati
ve
employm
ent and
income
generatio
n
Balance
of
payments
and
investme
nt
Technolo
gy
transfer
and
technolog
ical self-

Eradicate extreme
poverty and
hunger

Ensure
environmental
sustainability
(7.9)
Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Promote gender
equality

Eradicate extreme
poverty and
Hunger

positive or negative impacts about this
issue.
The participants did not mention any
positive or negative impacts about this 0
issue.
The participants did not mention any
positive or negative impacts about this 0
issue.
Explanation: there will be less
firewood consumption and less use of
chemical fertilizers which can
+
subsequently save money. The new
toilet will be better for sanitation and
hygiene.
Explanation: Biogas can be used as a
stove and light for free. It‟s clean and +
renewable.
Explanation: The use of biogas will
have a positive impact on gender
+
equality by reducing time spent at
cooking for women.

The participants did not mention any
positive or negative impacts about this 0
issue.

The participants did not mention any
positive or negative impacts about this 0
issue.

The participants did not mention any
positive or negative impacts about this 0
issue.
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reliance
Comments resulting from the stakeholders blind sustainable development matrix
During the physical meeting, beneficiaries who are farmers have difficulties at understanding
sustainable development matrix. First, biogas haven‟t been installed, they couldn‟t imagine much
about the situation after the projects‟ contruction. Second, they couldn‟t understand animator‟s
mandarin because most of them are Dai minority. So village leader did the translation, which was
good but less accuracte than the animator‟s original language. As a result, animator decided not to
talk much about the monitoring method and parameters during the meeting. For this issue, rural
energy office people suggested that household surveys could be done for the sustainable
development indicators‟ monitoring as a cost effective way.
Give analysis of difference between own sustainable development matrix and the one resulting from
the blind exercise with stakeholders. Explain how both were consolidated.
There are different fields:
1. For water, soil, other pollutants, biodiversity and quality of employment issues, participants have
had no comment. Project Proponents thought that water, soil and biodiversity situation will be
improved thanks to the project, but these are not easily monitored in a cost effective way.
Therefore, they are scored as “0”. For other pollutants and quality of employment, Project
Proponents thought that they would have neutral impact, also scored as “0”.
2. Project Proponents thought that the project will generate a number of job positions for biogas
technicians, this can be monitored through working contracts and so on, so it is scored as “+”
whereas participants have no comment on it.
3. For balance of payments and investment and technology transfer issues, Project Proponents
thought they have neutral impact and participants have no comment, so it is scored as“0”.
D. 3.

Consolidated sustainable development matrix

[See Toolkit 2.4.2]
Mitigation
measure
Gold
If relevant,
Standard
copy
indicators mitigation
of
measure
sustainabl from „Do No
e
Harm‟
developme assessment
Indicator

Relevance to Chosen
parameter
and
achieving MDG explanation
Check
www.undp.org/m
dg
and
www.mdgmonito Defined by project developer
r.org
Describe

how
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nt

,
and your indicator is
include
related to local
mitigation
MDG goals
measure
used
to
neutralise a
score of „-‟

case impact is
planned to be
fully mitigated
No change in
impact: score
„0‟
Positive
impact:
score „+‟

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Air quality

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Water
quality and
quantity

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Soil
condition

Other
pollutants

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Biodiversit
y

Explanation: The decrease of
cooking smoke due to usage of
biogas will have a positive
impact on the air quality.
Parameter:
smoke concentration in the
kitchen
Explanation: The reduction of
deforestation will probably have
a positive impact on water quality
and quantity but given the size of
the project it seems not feasible
to carry an effective monitoring
of this aspect. Thus no positive
effect is claimed.
Explanation: The soil erosion
condition will be improved thanks
to the reducing of firewood
usage. However it is not feasible
to carry out an effective
monitoring on this consider the
scale of the project.
Explanation: No other pollutants
issues will be involved in this
project. The project does not
involve any harmful chemicals.
Explanation: The biodiversity
will be improved thanks to the
reducing of firewood usage.
However it is not feasible to carry
out an effective monitoring on
this considering the scale of the
project.
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Quality of
employme
nt

Eradicate extreme
poverty and hunger

Eradicate extreme
poverty and hunger

Ensure
environmental
sustainability (7.9)

Livelihood
of the poor

Access to
affordable
and clean
energy
services
Human
and
institutiona
l capacity
Quantitativ
e
employme
nt
and
income
generation

Ensure
environmental
sustainability

Promote gender
equality

Eradicate extreme
poverty and Hunger

Explanation: The technicians
job quality which will be created
by the project is no better than
the usual local construction job.
The construction of biogas tanks
is not a high risk work.
Explanation: the livelihood of
the poor will be improved by
saving money that they formerly
used to buy coal, charcoal and
electricity thanks to biogas use.
The systematic building of
latrines will also improve the
general sanitation of the area
and the hygiene of the
household.
Parameter:
Money spent buying coal,
charcoal or electricity. Hygiene
marks
based
on
visual
observation of toilet and animal
pen.
Explanation: Biogas is a free,
clean and renewable energy
source. Its use will replace
traditional fuel.
Parameter:
% of traditional fuel consumption
in total energy requirement.
Explanation: The use of biogas
will have a positive impact on
gender equality by reducing time
spent cooking by women.
Parameter:
Daily cooking time
Explanation: The building of the
biogas tanks require qualified
skills and therefore will provide
work for around 30 specialized
technicians.
Parameter:
Number and duration of jobs
created for tank construction
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Balance of
payments
and
investment
Technolog
y transfer
and
technologi
cal selfreliance

Explanation: All the fossil fuel
and electricity is generated within 0
the country. No import or export.
Explanation: Biogas technology
is mature and widely used in the
0
region, no technology transfer
happened.

Justification choices, data source and provision of references
A justification paragraph and reference source is required for each indicator, regardless of score
Air quality

A new biogas technology will now be able to save the lives of
many people who die due to indoor air pollution by cooking
with wood, dung, coal and crop waste.
Updated Biogas Technology To Save Lives From Indoor
Air Pollution
http://www.india-server.com/news/updated-biogas-technology-to-savelives-25191.html

It is possible to save abating fossil fuels and enable a
cooking absolutely smoke-free with biogas.
Smoke-free Biogas the Latest Rage
http://www.thebioenergysite.com/news/808/smokefree-biogas-thelatest-rage

Water quality and quantity
Soil condition
Other pollutants
Biodiversity
Quality of employment
Livelihood of the poor

Money saving
Each household can save RMB500 to 800 each year by
using biogas instead of buying fossil fuel and electricity in
Linxiang district, Yunnan province, China.
http://www.farmers.org.cn/Article/ShowArticle.asp?ArticleID=92
115

Public health
parasitic ovum in animal dung can be killed through
anaerobic fermentation procees.
Functions of biogas construction on public health in
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rural areas CHINESE JOURNAL OF HEALTH
EDUCATION 2006, 22(11)
Access to affordable and clean The switch to biogas will reduce the proportion of traditional
energy services
fuels in the total energy requirement. Beneficiaries of biogas
can save up to 1.5 tons of coal or 2.5 tons of wood each
year.
Energy and Environment Office Guizhou province (2005)
Human and institutional capacity
Daily cooking time: As there is no warming up period on a
biogas stove, cooking time is reduced compared to coal or
firewood stoves. In Bangladesh beneficiaries of a biogas
program save 32 minutes per day to cook meals.
SNV/IDCOL (2005)
Quantitative employment and Project Proponents can provide technicians‟ working contract
income generation
Balance of payments and
investment
Technology
transfer
and
technological self-reliance
References can be an academic or non-academic source, such as a university research document,
a feasibility study report, EIA, relevant website, etc.
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SECTION E.

DISCUSSION ON SUSTAINABILITY MONITORING PLAN

[See Toolkit 2.4.3 and 2.6.1]
Discuss stakeholders‟ ideas on monitoring sustainable development indicators. Do people have
ideas on how this could be done in a cost effective way? Are there ways in which stakeholders can
participate in monitoring?
Air quality
Qualitative household surveys about smoke in the kitchen.
Livelihood of the poor
Beneficiaries will be asked if they have some of the main diseases due to indoor air pollution.
Some visual checking in latrines and animal pens will be used to give a hygiene mark.
Price of coal, charcoal, and firewood is monitored along with daily consumption.
Access to affordable and clean energy services
% of traditional fuel in the total energy requirement can be calculated with the daily traditional fuel
consumption of the baseline and the monitoring.
Human and institutional capacity
The daily cooking time will be asked to the beneficiary.
Quantitative employment and income generation
employments data (contracts)
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SECTION F.

DESCRPTION OF THE DESIGN OF THE STAKEHOLDER
FEEDBACK ROUND

[See Toolkit 2.11]
There were no negative comment about the project from the consultation meeting,. The two
comments are not justified according to the local situation (cf See Toolkit 2.6). So the feedback
round will be done as described below in two months:
-

The meeting report will be sent to those who were invited but couldn‟t come to the meeting for
comments. And if necessary, a brief Chinese version will be sent to relevant people.
The report will be showed on YGF‟s website and will have a channel that people can make
comment on it.
This report will also be submitted to the Gold Standard NGO supporters for comments.
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ANNEX 1.

ORIGINAL PARTICIPANTS LIST
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ANNEX 2.

ORIGINAL EVALUATION FORMS
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